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 Introduction: Regulating the Information Giants 

 Governments and their regulatory agencies, those  “ weary giants of flesh 

and steel ”  (Barlow 1996), have spent the past two decades playing catch-

up with the rapidly changing technologies and uses of the Internet. Few 

would now follow Barlow in claiming that governments have no legitimate 

claim to sovereignty in cyberspace, but many government agencies are still 

feeling their way in regulating this new global ecosystem (Brynjolfsson, 

Smith, and Hu 2003). 

 In this book, we conduct a comparative analysis of hard cases that best 

illustrate the state exercise of regulatory power in this new domain, as 

well as forbearance from regulation, to enhance the production of public 

goods such as fully functioning markets and security, and the protection 

of fundamental democratic rights (Stiglitz 1999). Our focus is the regula-

tory shaping of  “ code ”  — the technologies that underpin the Internet — to 

achieve more efficient outcomes, drawing out lessons for more economi-

cally effective and socially just regulation of the Internet. 

 Broad political attention began being paid to the Internet around 1993 

with Berners-Lee ’ s World Wide Web popularized by the release of Mosaic 

as the first widely adopted browser (Kahin and Abbate 1995) and the 

Clinton-Gore electoral campaign policy toward what was then touted as 

the  “ information superhighway. ”  This book addresses the third decade of 

Internet regulation, not the libertarian first decade (1993 – 2002) or the 

re-regulatory middle decade (2003 – 2012), that followed the dot-com bust 

and state security imperative driven by the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the 

United States. 

 This introduction sets out the terms of our research engagement with 

these topical and critical issues for all Internet users. We use  code  in the 

sense of Joel Reidenberg (1998) and Lawrence Lessig ’ s foundational work 
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(1999, 2006), referring to the technical environment of the Internet, resting 

on the architecture of computer hardware and software code. Our goal is 

to examine regulation of and on the Internet from both a technologically 

advanced and a sophisticated regulatory perspective. 

 While code predominantly regulates the user experience of the Internet, 

governments as well as self-regulatory standards significantly influence 

that environment (Pattberg 2005). We use  regulation  here in the widest 

sense to refer to the control of the online environment, whether exercised 

by code, government, self-regulatory standards, or private actors ’  commer-

cial imperatives exercised largely through contract law as terms of use. 

Later chapters refer to legal regulation and its effect in  “ regulating ”  code, 

unless we specifically refer to  “ code regulating ”  user behavior. 

 To give a concrete example of the interplay of code with legal regulation, 

this book was coauthored on an Apple iMac, Macbook, iPad, and Sony 

laptop, in Google Documents and Dropbox as online sharing tools, viewed 

through variously Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, the open 

source Firefox, and Apple ’ s Safari browsers, with additional word process-

ing on both Apple and Microsoft software, in various countries across 

Europe, North America, Asia, Australasia, and Africa. The terms of use of 

these systems were set by those various companies, with privacy policies 

influenced by national privacy standards and laws but mediated by indi-

vidual browser functionality and settings. Some concepts were discussed 

with  “ friends ”  on Facebook and Google+ social networks, with their own 

terms of use, privacy, and copyright policies, as well as standards for taking 

down illegal or offensive material. (We promised MIT Press that the book ’ s 

contents are neither illegal nor obscene.) We are thus addressing the web 

of technical, legal, market, and social standards that Internet users con-

stantly inhabit. 

 A serious discussion of Internet regulation needs to examine the defi-

ciencies and benefits of technical, political, legal, and economic solutions 

(Bauer, Obar, and Koh 2011) based on a mix of self-, co-, and state regula-

tory approaches. The first two approaches have been widely used in the 

fast-moving technical environment of the Internet in an effort to build 

on the expertise of and gain buy-in from technology companies. Using 

extended case studies in durable and intractable policy controversies, we 

analyze the costs and benefits of this responsive regulation, set alongside 

the coordination disincentives and legitimacy gaps that inevitably accom-
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pany such a transient regulatory arrangement. These include the reform 

initiatives by the Obama and Barroso administrations in Washington 

and Brussels, whose policies institutionalized a somewhat more consensual 

transatlantic (if not trans-Pacific) basis for Internet regulation. 

 In this introduction, we first briefly describe the regulatory challenges 

that the Internet ’ s code and market development presents before examin-

ing the regulatory goals of the creation of public goods, including the 

protection and extension of human rights, and a competitive market for 

innovation. In the following chapter, we examine in more depth the 

interoperability challenges of the Internet and introduce our five case 

studies, chosen for their development of both code and more traditional 

regulatory solutions.  

 We have included a glossary at the end of the book with definitions of 

the many acronyms, abbreviations, and terms that pervade discussions of 

Internet technology and regulation. 

 Regulation and the Internet ’ s Unique Challenges 

 The public Internet has been a faster-developing, more innovative environ-

ment than almost any other sector of the economy and society over the 

past two decades. Software and information management has pervaded 

other sectors to such an extent that discrete analysis of the Internet is 

becoming much more difficult, as digital information exchange diffuses 

throughout the economy and society. But supporting the Internet ’ s capac-

ity for rapid innovation remains a central goal of states, with great poten-

tial for future social and public benefits (Lessig 1999; Benkler 2006; Zittrain 

2008). 

 The Internet presents a series of often fast-moving targets to regulators, 

with rapid churn in some market sectors. Interoperability makes Internet 

markets particularly susceptible to both failure and remedy as they tip 

toward a dominant product, firm, or standard. These tipping characteristics 

are not confined to economic markets but apply to public goods including 

privacy, security, and freedom of speech — in part as a response to the 

extraordinary forces that shape the adoption and switching between dif-

ferent products and services on the Internet. 

 The scalability of the generative Internet and personal computer (PC) 

ecosystem (Zittrain 2006) means that small companies and communities 
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of programmers can evolve from minnows to whales in a few years, writing 

code that will work on multiple devices, networks, and programs due to 

their interoperable standards (the Internet is a network of about forty 

thousand autonomous networks [Haddadi et al., 2009]). But firms such as 

Microsoft, Apple, SAP, Intel, Cisco, and Google have all used their control 

of a particular product to redefine markets in their favor, often by both 

vertical integration and the establishment of semi- or wholly proprietary 

standards (Coates 2011). 

 Many technology companies grew quickly from humble beginnings to 

dominate their markets. They outlived their original  “ host body ”  (IBM as 

the  “ host ”  for Microsoft ’ s DOS as the operating system for its PC; Facebook 

and Google originally  “ hosted ”  more or less willingly by their universities, 

respectively, Harvard and Stanford) or find new uses for their unique 

proposition. Google used search to master online advertising; Skype found 

a use as a more popular voice alternative to Windows products, and was 

eventually acquired in 2011 for more than $8 billion by Microsoft. 

 Market forces can (though rarely do) quickly return these markets 

toward equilibrium and beyond, to a different type of failure, with a dif-

ferent dominant standard (Wu 2003a). For example, social networks have 

developed out of user-created Usenet discussions and bulletin boards 

in the 1980s and 1990s, seeing increasingly socially responsible self-

regulation by the emerging commercial actors such as AOL, Microsoft, 

Yahoo, MySpace, and Bebo by the mid-2000s, followed by the supplanting 

of these actors in the West by the enormously popular Facebook since 

2008. Facebook grew from nothing in 2004 to become the second most 

popular destination Web site in the world by 2012. As a result, regulatory 

conditions have changed, as has the coding of the architecture of the social 

networks to which users entrust their personal information. 

 Facebook ’ s policies toward sharing of personal data are both shaped by 

and reshape existing laws, regulations, and social mores regarding personal 

data. Its rival Google also both creates and responds to regulation in its 

markets, whether in its dominant search advertising market or its own 

social network Orkut (most popular in Brazil), its failed social network 

Buzz, and its relaunch into social networking, Google+. One could point 

to more established companies such as Microsoft or Intel to explore the 

 “ plumbing ”  of the Internet and its terminal devices, cases we return to in 

examining the layered model for Internet design in the next chapter. 
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 National economies retain significantly different online market condi-

tions and regulation in spite of the homogenizing force of U.S. information 

giants. Hence, no matter how heroic the internal or even external view of 

companies such as Facebook, Microsoft, or Google, their totalizing ten-

dency as a result of their strong corporate culture (whether  “ Windows 

Everywhere ”  or  “ Don ’ t Be Evil ” ) is susceptible to regulatory response and —

 after often painful maturation processes — corporate adaptation to legal 

reality in their host markets. Hence, Google felt obliged to move their 

search engine from mainland China to Hong Kong in mid-2010, after 

facing hacking attacks and having failed to supplant the dominance of 

Chinese government-supported Baidu. Skype decided not to directly enter 

the Chinese market, instead setting up a joint venture, TOM-Skype, that 

could comply with government requests to install a back door into its 

proprietary encrypted voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) peer-to-peer 

(P2P) messaging service. In Europe, Microsoft finally settled its antitrust 

suit with the European Commission in late 2009 and introduced a man-

dated choice for users of Internet browser (after a $1 billion fine in the 

case). 

 Such use of the software and service giants ’  own market power to 

exert the regulatory remedy preferred by national lawmakers is becom-

ing commonplace — requiring rewriting of the code of Facebook, Google, 

Skype, and Microsoft to force the companies into obedience to legal norms. 

This is a regulatory technique that is not unique to the Internet but can 

be uniquely appropriate to these information goods. 

 Ambitious and profit-maximizing companies still have social responsi-

bilities toward their users as citizens as well as economic exploitation as 

users (Marsden 2008). Claims that mobile, grid, or cloud computing or 

social networking are technological advances that outweigh the value of 

protection of users ’  personal data, or that broadband networks are over-

loaded such that Internet service providers (ISPs  1  ) must censor their sub-

scribers ’  Internet use, should be met by governments with well-informed 

skepticism, and subjected to rigorous examination.  

 Path dependency and network effects can have long-term effects in 

code solutions and raise a serious regulatory problem when dealing with 

1.   While  ISP  is capable of multiple legal definitions, we generally use it to refer to 

suppliers of access for consumers to the Internet (Marsden 2012).
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communication networks. Historically this is illustrated by the dominance 

of the internal combustion engine for automobiles, or the decision to 

adopt alternating current for the electricity grid, both decisions made a 

century ago (North 1990). 

 The TCP/IP communications protocols underlying the Internet create 

an ecosystem of transport, physical links, network, data link, operating 

systems, and applications and content, which is different from other 

network utilities due to its fragmented but interoperable characteristics and 

its private ownership by a patchwork of companies. This leads to serious 

issues of cybersecurity and dependence of governments on private solu-

tions to fundamental security threats (Pfleeger and Pfleeger 2006). 

 The millennium or  “ Y2K ”  bug showed how much effort can be required 

to make fundamental changes to entrenched technical systems, as does 

the snail ’ s-pace adoption of IPv6 (the new Internet addressing standard). 

That makes Internet regulation a critical current policy for governments, 

as well as a particularly complex challenge that cannot be entirely left to 

a rapidly maturing industry to design without oversight. Maintaining 

unstudied indifference or attempting to retrofit telecoms or utilities regula-

tion onto the fundamentally different Internet environment are not work-

able solutions, as we will see. 

 If the information giants and governments are often tied together in a 

security bargain that may resemble those of other critical infrastructure 

such as electricity, telecoms, or rail networks, the insurgents can be almost 

invisible and anonymous. Many regulators woke up relatively slowly to 

regulation via technology, which is powerful but faces a fundamental 

constraint: the widespread availability of general-purpose PCs combined 

with the ability of a small number of open source programmers to under-

mine regulatory intent. If regulators fail to address regulatory objects, then 

the regulatory object can grow until its social adoption overwhelms the 

attempt to regulate. An example is the use of peer-to-peer file sharing, 

developed in the 1990s both to share music and more generally to help 

distribute multimedia files more efficiently in the absence of wider deploy-

ment of multicasting protocols. The P2P prototypes quickly grew into more 

powerful tools of file sharing (e.g., Napster to KaZaA to BitTorrent, which 

we examine in chapter 4) as courts and regulators struggled to catch up.  

 While regulation can be slow and ill adapted to rapid technological 

change, mainstream user behavioral change is also slower than potential 
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technological change. For example, the extended debate over regulation 

of the Internet addressing system could be changed dramatically by a 

technologically-simple replacement of the domain name system (Crow-

croft 2009). User adoption and entrenched interests make such a transition 

very unlikely. 

 Code changes quickly, user adoption more slowly, legal contracting and 

judicial adaptation to new technologies slower yet, and regulation through 

legislation slowest of all. This is not to criticize regulation by law, but to 

point out that law reform typically follows technological change at a mea-

sured pace. That was true of legal responses to earlier network technologies 

such as the railways as much as it is to the Internet. 

 Public Goods, Interoperability, and Human Rights 

 Corporate social responsibility (International Standards Organization 2009; 

Porter and Kramer 2006), information to create transparency, and better 

governance are tools for achieving a wider and deeper array of global 

public goods (Kaul, Grunberg, and Stern 1999). The outcomes of informa-

tion, commercialization, and regulation are critically supported by the rule 

of law, education, and health care. The public Internet is a vast public 

library, as well as a bookshop, recording store, and open public space con-

nected to many private Internet spaces (Stalla-Bourdillon 2010). By some 

estimates  “ private ”  intranets may be ten times larger than the public 

Internet — analogous to private property compared to that in public hands. 

Several authors have warned against private enclosure of the public Inter-

net space, which Boyle (2008) refers to as  “ enclosing the commons of 

the mind. ”   

 We come  “ to praise the Internet, not to bury it. ”  In this book we are 

not attempting to persuade the regulatory Samson to bring down the 

temple, or the thwarted Google to salt the land. Instead our analysis aims 

to identify policies that will encourage both competition and creation of 

public goods in a balanced public policy that shapes network effects toward 

social ends — not to turn  “ Microserf ”  or Google millionaires into billion-

aires without social responsibility, but equally not to destroy the sublimity 

of the Internet (Mosco 2004) and rebuild it in the image of the automobile 

industry or energy utilities. Some multinational commercial Internet pro-

viders have recognized the need to provide consistency in their application 
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of law (Global Network Initiative 2011), though others have been chal-

lenged for the uses of their technology to aid repressive regimes (Morozov 

2011). 

 There is a public interest in Internet regulation, but this does not natu-

rally coalesce with either elected or authoritarian politicians ’  view of the 

national interest as expressed in some of the unworkable laws that con-

tinue to be applied, such as draconian court orders under English defama-

tion law. The Internet is a global network, however splintered by national 

controls, and national responses must be cognizant of that technological 

reality, not least due to the indirect innovation costs and welfare losses 

of inappropriate intervention (however one defines that on behalf of 

individuals). 

 Regulators need to be made aware that their actions can and almost 

certainly will have unintended consequences. As Hall et al. (2011, 5) state, 

 “ More recent history of government interaction with the Internet has been 

unhappy. Various governments have made ham-fisted attempts to impose 

censorship or surveillance, while others have defended local telecommu-

nications monopolies or have propped up other industries that were 

disrupted by the Internet. ”  They also explain that there is  “ remarkably 

little reliable information about the size and shape of the Internet infra-

structure or its daily operation. . . . The opacity also hinders research and 

development of improved protocols, systems and practices by making it 

hard to know what the issues really are and harder yet to test proposed 

solutions. ”   

 The public interest is not always well represented by the government 

or corporate interest, especially in as dynamic and generation dividing a 

set of technologies as those considered here. Although we do not adopt 

a government-bashing libertarianism (despite its manifest attractions in 

terms of consistency and the manifold examples of the incompetence of 

governments in their attempts at regulation), we recognize the insights of 

public choice analysis (Moe 1997, counterbalanced by North 1990) that 

government is all too easily captured by self-interested lobbyists, not least 

in security and copyright policies. 

 We do not engage in attacks on the straw man of Anglo-Saxon Internet 

libertarianism, as that debate is, to all intents and purposes, over (Gold-

smith and Wu 2006), though U.S. companies dominate the European 

Internet environment. Nor do we fall easily into China bashing when the 
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regulatory lens moves toward censorship issues, though clearly Chinese 

government policies toward information autonomy and freedom are much 

more restrictive than those of U.S. or European governments (Boyle 2001). 

Culturally specific regulatory responses by governments eager to impose 

their existing worldview on their new generation of Internet users are 

prone to fail, whether that be the security backdoor into TOM-Skype or 

the Australian government ’ s attempt to impose mandatory Web site block-

ing, an approach abandoned by the Clinton administration in 1997. Gov-

ernments are frequent failures in learning lessons from regulatory history. 

 Regulation is not always reactive and outmoded. The Internet grew out 

of both strategic government investments in research under open stan-

dards, as well as regulatory decisions designed to maintain an open network 

architecture (Ungerer 2000; Cannon 2003; Coates 2011). 

 Free/open source software has had a powerful regulatory influence 

because its mere availability can sometimes constrain monopolistic com-

mercial behavior: it does not need to succeed always and everywhere to 

have a very significant impact. For example, widespread use of Mozilla ’ s 

open source Firefox browser prevented Microsoft from extending its Inter-

net Explorer/Information Server dominance through proprietary exten-

sions to HTML and HTTP.  

 Is this a significant constraint on the monopolist? Can we say that 

competition policy that permits market entry can permit the market to tip 

back to equilibrium, or is it just regulatory theater? How can we distinguish 

which network effects are totally entrenching and which can be regulated 

by traditional ex post regulatory tools? Regulators need to understand both 

the detail of this process, and how they can use it to effectively regulate 

the resulting global information giants. We explore this issue further in 

chapter 2, as well as in the case studies. 

 Human rights concerns have also become more critical, reflecting the 

mass adoption of the Internet in countries with serious democratic deficits, 

notably in the Middle East and North Africa. The concerns far predate the 

Arab Spring of 2011, and the regulatory debate has been well rehearsed in 

the United States and Europe since the birth of the commercial Internet.  

 Freedom of expression is a fundamental right that balances its jurispru-

dential limits only against those of other fundamental rights, such as 

privacy and freedom from racial discrimination or violence against the 

person, and must be balanced carefully against rights to private property 
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including copyright (Leader 1982;  Scarlet  v.  SABAM  2011). Its defense has 

been partially limited by torts such as defamation and trespass in private 

common law intended to prevent abuse of free speech (Wright 2001; Corn-

ford 2008). 

 Boyle (2001) has, for instance, condemned Chinese Internet censorship 

yet decried promiscuous hate speech under U.S. First Amendment stan-

dards and tried to strike a middle ground in calling for  “ new efforts to 

establish codes of conduct about harmful content on . . . this marvellous 

medium. ”   

 In 2011, universal Internet access was declared a human right by a 

report presented to the United Nations General Assembly (La Rue 2011), 

while regional human rights bodies (Council of Europe 2011b) and national 

law (Bits of Freedom 2011) gave effect to that broad concern, notably by 

declaring best practices in preventing Internet filtering from harming 

freedom of expression. Viviane Reding, the European Commission vice 

president who is responsible for human rights, declared,  “ Copyright pro-

tection (Article 17 (2) of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights) can never 

be a justification for eliminating freedom of expression (Article 11(1) of 

the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights) or freedom of information. That 

is why for me, blocking the Internet is never an option ”  (2012, paragraph 

3). We examine the reality of these changes more closely in chapters 5 

and 7. 

 Our Approach: Hard Cases 

 In this introduction, we have emphasized that the Internet environment 

is dynamic and complex and that its interdependence and interoperability 

are both its innovative strength and its inherent security weakness. We 

also introduced the regulatory concept that code determines many online 

transactions, an idea elaborated in the 1990s by Reidenberg (1998) and 

Lessig (1999). Lessig (1999, 2006) explained to critics who accused him of 

doomsaying that many users would choose to adopt the information 

giants ’  solutions that are more tethered, favoring security, simplicity, and 

ease of use over adaptability. Zittrain (2006) called this  “ generativity, ”  or 

the ability to reprogram (or  “ hack ”  in the best sense of the word) the device 

to create new uses.  
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 Code is no more neutral than regulation, with each subject to monopoly 

and capture by commercial interests. However, recent regulatory develop-

ment through competition law and human rights policy discourse has 

created a more fertile environment for code solutions that support com-

petition and efficiency — broadly defined to include social welfare — and 

users ’  human rights to privacy and freedom of expression. The claims of 

interoperability and fundamental rights are central to our examination of 

hard cases, and their solution by code and other forms of regulation (Wu 

2003a, 2003b). 

 In our interdisciplinary analysis of five hard cases, we aim to shed sig-

nificant new light on these questions. In the next two chapters, we explain 

in more detail the environment we examine, our approach to its analysis, 

and why hard cases can provide more interesting answers than a one-size-

fits-all slogan to the future regulation of code.  

  
 

     


